
Trump White House expands
deportation powers, putting
nearly 300,000 immigrants at risk

Washington, July 24 (RHC)-- In the United States, the Department of Homeland Security plans to expand
“expedited removal” proceedings for immigrants, potentially denying due process to hundreds of
thousands of undocumented people living in the U.S.

The process would allow for removals without a hearing before an immigration judge and would be used
against immigrants who have entered the country within the past two years.  In addition, the individuals
targeted could be asked to prove they have been in the U.S. continuously for more than two years to
avoid deportation.

The process has previously been reserved for immigrants who had only been in the U.S. for two weeks or
less and who had been apprehended within 100 miles of the border.

Legal experts and immigrant rights advocates warn “expedited removal” is already a flawed practice that
is regularly abused, putting people with strong asylum claims in danger.  The Migration Policy Institute
estimates nearly 300,000 people could be subject to expedited removal under the new policy, which is set
to go into effect immediately.



The ACLU and the American Immigration Council have said they will sue. Omar Jadwat of the ACLU’s
Immigrants’ Rights Project said, “Under this unlawful plan, immigrants who have lived here for years
would be deported with less due process than people get in traffic court.”

In more immigration news, Immigration and Customs Enforcement said Monday it has started using DNA
testing at seven locations around the border. Officials say the testing is designed to identify migrants
posing as families to facilitate entry to the United States.

The testing is voluntary, but documents released earlier this year about the DNA program suggest
families are more likely to be temporarily separated if they do not submit.
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